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Foreword from the Chief Executive of the
NZ Transport Agency
I welcome this ALCAM (Australian Level Crossing Assessment Model) Level crossing risk assessment guide.
The report is a joint initiative between all Australian states, the NZ Transport Agency and KiwiRail. It applies
the ALCAM crash prediction methodology to identify and risk-rank each of New Zealand’s road/rail level
crossings.
The guide uses the Safe System approach to help road controlling authority and rail staff to work together to
treat key safety issues at high-risk road/rail level crossings. It also provides road controlling authorities with
a consistent method to prioritise work in their asset management plans and applications for funding from the
National Land Transport Fund.
Safer Journeys (New Zealand’s road safety strategy for 2010–20) has a vision of ‘a safe road system
increasingly free of death and serious injury’. Safer Journeys describes how focusing our efforts on
developing a Safe System will provide the greatest gains. The Safe System approach represents a
fundamental shift in the way we think about, and act on, road safety. It involves road designers, transport and
network managers and users sharing responsibility for a roading system that protects road users from death
and serious injury.
This ALCAM Level crossing risk guide follows other Safer Journeys initiatives, including the NZ Transport
Agency’s High-risk rural roads guide and High-risk intersection guide.
Geoff Dangerfield
Chief Executive
NZ Transport Agency
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Executive summary
This Level crossings risk assessment guide provides a reliable picture of the risks and characteristics of all public
level crossings in New Zealand. The report is based on survey information gathered during the last four years
and uses the Australian Level Crossing Assessment Model (ALCAM).
ALCAM reveals that infrastructure at New Zealand’s 1268 road level crossings is generally in reasonable
condition, although there is a need for continued vigilance and site-specific improvements. Level crossings in
Auckland and Wellington and on the passenger routes warrant special scrutiny because of the high volume
of train services.
In contrast, the infrastructure at the 682 pedestrian level crossings is not good and many fail to meet
national standards. Fortunately the work required to address this is often relatively minor and inexpensive.
There is relatively little regional variability.
ALCAM predicts that there will be 147 vehicle–train collisions with 44 equivalent fatalities on New Zealand
public level crossings over the next 10 years. This reflects an ongoing decrease in the number of collisions at
level crossings; from approximately 130 annual collisions in the 1950s to approximately 20 annual collisions
in recent years.
Although the total number of level crossing collisions is low by roading standards, the consequences are
often more serious. A collision between a vehicle and a train is 13.2 times more likely to result in a fatality
than a normal road crash.
In addition, the risk profile of rail is quite different from road and more like the aviation industry, in that there
is always the potential for a low-probability but high-consequence accident involving passenger trains.
KiwiRail and road controlling authorities cannot therefore just react to the collision record and instead need
to take a more proactive approach to managing level crossing risk.
ALCAM is a proactive tool that can be used to identify risk, prioritise spending, and help identify value-formoney solutions. Pilot programmes in Rodney and the Waikato have shown that significant improvements in
safety can be achieved, using ALCAM to target specific risks and implement low-cost improvements.
ThisreportrecommendsanincreasedfocusontheselowͲcostsolutions,particularlyinrelationtolevel
crossingsonpassengerlines,pedestrianlevelcrossingsandspecificrisksonroadlevelcrossings.Thisrequires
collaborationatalocallevelbetweenKiwiRailand road controlling authorities and ultimately results in fewer
accidents at level crossings.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The Level crossings risk assessment guide aims to raise awareness of the issues relating to public level crossings
so that KiwiRail and road controlling authorities (RCAs) can work together to develop cost-effective safety
improvements, recognising that these crossings are managed by more than one particular party.
The Australian Level Crossing Assessment Model (ALCAM) forms the basis for this report and can be used
to identify risk and help determine appropriate treatments. This is not a one-size-fits-all approach, but is
expected to help build a dialogue between individual RCAs and KiwiRail on what improvements can be made
and how to prioritise funding. The ALCAM model, through this risk report, demonstrates that simple, costeffective solutions can often reap significant benefits.
This report is a one-off document. It is not intended to become an annual report card on public level crossing
risks. Instead it is intended to provide a national snapshot of risks and issues for KiwiRail and RCA
representatives to build from and create a partnership to best manage their connected rail and roading
networks.

1.2 Scope
This report is aimed solely at New Zealand’s public level crossings, both for pedestrian and road users. Level
crossings on private roads or associated with the operation of a heritage rail line are a separate matter and
are not dealt with in this report.
ALCAM is a valuable risk management tool, but should not be used in isolation to determine risks at rail level
crossings or the best form of mitigation. Best practice risk management requires a number of factors
including sound engineering judgment, local knowledge, collision and near-collision history, and an
understanding of standards and international best practice.
As this report is looking specifically at public level crossings, it only considers collisions that have occurred in
these locations. This document does not consider all rail accidents and it should not be seen as a holistic
review of issues such as trespassing, vandalism or suicide. Accidents involving KiwiRail personnel are also
not included in this report.

1.3 Target audience
The information in this document is intended to highlight potential risks at rail level crossings to RCA and
KiwiRail managers in order to support informed decision making on improvements that can be made by
practitioners, including:
x

NZTA engineers and representatives

x

RCA engineers and representatives

x

KiwiRail engineers and representatives

x

planners

x

funders.
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1.4 Definitions
A level crossing is where a road or a pedestrian footpath crosses one or more railway tracks at the same
level.
A passive level crossing is one where the only traffic control devices provided to road users are fixed signs –
refer to section 4.1 for more details.
An active level crossing is one where active traffic control devices are provided to warn road users of the
approach of a train or trains. Active controls are flashing warning lights and bells which in some cases are
supplemented by automatic half arm barriers – refer to section 0 for further details.
A collision at a level crossing is defined as an impact between a motor vehicle, pedestrian or cyclist and a
train. A single vehicle incident such as a car leaving the road due to driver inattention or speed is not
considered to be a collision for the purposes of this report.

1.5 Structure of the document
The structure of this document is as follows:
Section 1

Introduction

Section 2

Background and context

Outlines the scope of this report, provides
reasons for reducing risk, and discusses how
accident risk is currently managed

Section 3

The ALCAM model and its
use in New Zealand

Details the structure and history of the
ALCAM model

Section 4

Road level crossings

Provides a national analysis of the profile
(ALCAM inputs) and risks (ALCAM outputs)
at the 1268 road level crossings

Section 5

Pedestrian level crossings

Provides a national analysis of the profile
(ALCAM inputs) and risks (ALCAM outputs)
at the 682 pedestrian level crossings

Section 6

Addressing risk at level
Crossings

Outlines possible treatment options and how
funding can be obtained for road and
pedestrian level crossings

Section

7

Summary

Summarises the key messages from this report

Section

8

Next steps

Provides a recommended way forward for
RCAs and KiwiRail area offices

Appendix

A

Summary reports

One-page snapshot summary for each RCA,
regional council and KiwiRail area

Appendix

B

Demarcation of
responsibilities

From the NZTA Traffic Control Device Manual
– Part 9 (2013) which sets out
road and rail maintenance responsibilities

Appendix

C

Contact details

RCAs and local KiwiRail offices
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2 Background and strategic context
2.1

Background

New Zealand’s rail system was largely developed to provide for expanding settlement in an era before good
roads and motor vehicles were available. The rail network has been shaped by the landscape and topography
of New Zealand, with rail lines following the contours of the land for ease of construction, resulting in
frequent curves and gradients, and limiting speeds able to be achieved by trains. In many cases such
topographical constraints mean that roads and railways share the same corridors, resulting in many level
crossings being positioned right next to the state highway.
Today rail’s primary role is freight transport, with 15.7 million tonnes of freight moved in 2011, including
transporting around one third of New Zealand’s exports to ports for companies such as Fonterra and West
Coast coal producers. Recent investment in new locomotives and wagons, together with infrastructure
maintenance and asset renewals, has led to growth in rail freight volumes and revenues.
Rail’s second role is to provide urban commuter services in the main centres of Auckland and Wellington.
Wellington has always had a strong commuter rail network with 11.3 million journeys made by rail in 2010/11.
In Auckland there has been significant investment by both central and local government in improved
services, trains and infrastructure, and this has resulted in annual passenger numbers growing from under 2
million in 2002 to 10.9 million for the year ended June 2012. Auckland rail passenger journeys are expected
to continue to grow with the introduction of electric trains and reach 20 million annually by 2021.
The third role is to operate long distance passenger services between Wellington and Auckland, Picton and
Christchurch, and Christchurch and the West Coast. These routes are primarily targeted at tourists or locals
keen to experience a different type of trip, enjoying New Zealand’s landscape and scenery.
Historically, rail played an important part in opening up the country, with towns and cities growing up around
rail lines and stations as the network expanded. The legacy of this is that pedestrians and drivers regularly
have to cross the rail, and while good town planning provides locals with bridges or underpasses, cost
considerations mean that the presence of level crossings is inevitable in some areas. While in some cases rail
lines are not as busy as in the past, growth in road traffic volumes means that the risk of level crossing
collisions remains real throughout New Zealand.
This interaction highlights the need for KiwiRail and all local authorities to work together to manage and
maintain New Zealand’s level crossings in a safe condition.

2.1.1

Level crossings and the environment

Some of the risks at level crossings can be quite regionalised, due to historic or geographic differences.
Visibility at level crossings may be restricted by curves or vegetation on private land in hilly parts of the
country. This poses more of a problem in areas like the West Coast.
On flat sections of the country (Canterbury being a good example), where rail and state highway run in
parallel in close proximity to each other, there is often a ‘stacking’ risk where trucks can be forced to rest
over the tracks before turning on to the state highway. The problem has become more apparent as traffic
volumes and truck lengths have increased.
Urban centres face their own level crossing challenges as traffic patterns and vehicle sizes have changed
over time. In urban centres, designated pedestrian level crossings are often needed, sometimes immediately
next to a road and sometimes on their own. Typically, these have not had the same attention as road level
crossings and the infrastructure is often below standard. This is becoming increasingly important in Australia
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and New Zealand as the number of road level crossing collisions drop and pedestrian accidents consequently
make up an increasing portion of the statistics.
Snapshot profile of New Zealand public level crossings
Road level crossings:

1268

Pedestrian level crossings:

682

Length of rail network:

~3800km

Average distance between road level crossings:

2.4km

Commuter rail services:

Auckland and Wellington

Long-distance passenger services:

Christchurch to Picton
Christchurch to Greymouth
Auckland to Wellington

Average train movements per level crossing (commuter lines):

78 per day

Average train movements per level crossing (elsewhere):

8 per day

Average vehicle movements per level crossing:

1793 per day

Total train movements over level crossings (for all of NZ):

14,800 per day

Total vehicle movements over level crossings (for all of NZ):

2280,000 per day

Average collisions:

15–30 per year

Average pedestrian collisions:

3–5 per year
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Despite some regional challenges, the overall profile and the risks posed by New Zealand’s level crossings
are similar to what most road and rail authorities across the world face. This is helpful as it allows New
Zealand to learn from overseas research, best practice, collision records and subsequent lessons learned.

2.1.2

Private level crossings

New Zealand has approximately 1600 private level crossings. Unlike public level crossings, the road
controlling authority (RCA) has no maintenance responsibilities and private level crossings are intended to
be jointly managed between KiwiRail and the adjacent landowner.
Unfortunately, identifying a single landowner is not easy and there are a number of poorly maintained
‘private’ level crossings that have a higher degree of public use than official public crossings. This situation
often occurs after residential subdivisions have been established or where the public access a business on
the other side of the rail corridor. Their ‘private’ status has meant that these level crossings do not fall under
the maintenance programmes of either an RCA or KiwiRail, and therefore some of these present a higher
accident risk.
To avoid creating future problems, councils should be aware of any potential effects that a development may
have on level crossing safety. Many local councils have been proactive and have already included level
crossing controls in their district plans.
KiwiRail is identifying the risks at all private level crossings as part of a separate programme. Some RCAs are
likely to be approached to discuss the management of some of these crossings where there is a high degree
of public use and no single identifiable owner. Private Level Crossings are not covered further in this report.

2.1.3

Collision statistics

The number of collisions at level crossings has been steadily decreasing from approximately 130 collisions
per year in the 1950s to approximately 30 collisions per year in the early 2000s. This is despite a 700%
growth in the number of registered vehicles on New Zealand roads.
In the last 10 years road level crossing collisions have continued to trend downwards, with a reduction from
approximately 30 to 20 per year. As with any statistical exercise there is significant inter-annual variability,
and it takes a number of years to see a trend emerging. There are around five pedestrian collisions at level
crossings per year.
Environment

Level crossing collisions

Road crashes

Accidents in past 10 years

257

379,948

Fatal and serious accidents in past 10 years

75

24,004

$700,000

$120,000

$179 m

$45,374 m

Average social cost per accident
Total social cost

Table 1 Level crossing collisions and road crashes by social cost (2002-2011)
Some may argue that the decrease is relative to the reduction in the number of trains operating on a smaller
network, however, the primary reason for the reduction is the increase in the number of level crossings with
automatic alarms fitted (from 50 in the 1950s to 994 currently). These tend to be on busier roads in urban
areas rather than in rural areas. RCAs and KiwiRail have made a concerted effort to ensure all public level
crossings have sufficient visibility and signage.
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In many ways a level crossing is similar to a road intersection, with a few key distinctions:
1.

2.

Responsibility rests on the motor vehicle driver or pedestrian: A train is unable to stop or swerve,
meaning the onus is purely on one party to prevent an accident. On roads there is greater redundancy as
a second driver can often react and avoid a collision.
Severity of collisions: While the severity of a collision is high, level crossing collisions only make up
approximately 1 % of all fatal collisions on New Zealand roads. However, level crossing collisions have
some important distinctions from road crashes in that:
x a driver is 13.2 times more likely to die in a level crossing collision,
x

a driver is 3.4 times more likely to be seriously injured,

2.7 times more males than females are involved in level crossing collisions (1.9 times for general
road accidents), and
x a higher percentage of collisions occur in open road conditions areas: 48 % vs 31 % for general
road accidents.
3. Complacency: While a driver commonly expects to see another vehicle at a road intersection, on many
lines it would be rare for a driver to have to stop for a train. This can lead to a sense of complacency and
explains why a number of collisions involve drivers who are regular users of a level crossing.
4. Visibility: Without good signage and roadmarking, many passive level crossings can be more difficult to
spot as there are few visual clues available to drivers (i.e. two steel rails, and a narrow rail corridor that is
often surrounded by vegetation).
Over the past 10 years there have been 257 collisions between trains and vehicles at level crossings on local
roads and state highways within New Zealand. Most occur on local roads because of the limited number of
passive level crossings remaining on state highways (Figure 1).
x

100%

10%
30%

80%
60%
40%

StateHighways

90%
70%

LocalRoads

20%
0%
CollisionsatLevelCrossings

AllCrashes

Figure 1 Level crossing collisions and road crashes by location (2002-2011)
These accidents have resulted in 31 fatalities and 44 serious accidents over the last 10 years. This represents
29% of all level crossing collisions, and is significantly higher than the 6% of road crashes that result in a
serious injury or fatality (figure 2).
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Levelcrossingcollisions

Nationalroadcrashes
5% 1%

12%

NonͲinjury

23%

17%

48%

Minorinjury
Seriousinjury

23%

71%

Fatality

Figure 2 Comparison of level crossing collisions and road crash outcomes (2002-2011)
Given the low number of public level crossing collisions the accident record cannot be used to get a
statistically robust picture of the collision risk. This is different to the typical approach used for roading
improvements where crash data helps to determine the nature and severity of the risk. Because of the
serious nature of level crossing accidents and the potential for a high-consequence collision involving a
passenger train, a more proactive approach, such as ALCAM, is required to determine the extent of the risk
and to best prioritise level crossing improvements.
Within New Zealand there is a general move toward this sort of approach, and NZTA has recently released
tools and guides to proactively manage the risk on state highways (KiwiRAP) and at intersections.

2.2
2.2.1

Strategic context
Safe Systems

New Zealand’s current road safety strategy is based on a holistic ‘safe systems’ approach, targeting safer
vehicles on safer roads, driving at safer speeds. This risk management approach is contained in the Ministry
of Transport’s Safer Journeys Strategy 2020 and is consistent with international best practice.
Safer Journeys is a national strategy to guide improvements in road safety for the period between 2010 and
2020 and sets out a long-term vision for New Zealand of a ‘safe road system increasingly free of death and
serious injury’. Level crossings and rail in general are not mentioned in Safer Journeys. However, there is
merit in having systems that are consistent with this risk management approach for the rail network and
crossings.
While New Zealand does not have an over-arching rail safety strategy, the Railways Act 2005 requires that
‘all practical steps’ are taken to minimise harm. This expectation is met by NZTA and KiwiRail by managing
and co-funding the installation of alarms and by sponsoring educational campaigns to raise awareness of
risks and responsibility at level crossings. Co-funding the ALCAM level crossing national surveys was a
further step to ensure the requirements of the Act are met.
Beyond the Railways Act, KiwiRail also has a number of National Rail System Standards (NRSS) that are
applied to the operation of rail service vehicles on the national rail system. These standards cover safety, rail
operations, incident and occurrence reporting and other factors that align with the identification and
management of issues regarding rail level crossings.
In particular, NRSS 2 relates to safety management and details the minimum requirements of a Safety
System required under the Railways Act 2005. Like NZTA’s approach, KiwiRail’s Safety System is an
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integrated combination of physical, procedural, and human elements. ALCAM is a key tool to bridge any gap
between what NRSS 2 says and how KiwiRail acts on this.
The ISO31000 internationally recognised risk assessment framework emphasises the need to understand
the context of the risk, and to frame an issue in terms of the objectives that an organisation is trying to
achieve. A complete risk management approach requires supplementing the use of the ALCAM model with
wider operational considerations. This includes elements such as minimising damage in accidents, and
refining response and recovery plans to reduce the potential for consequential damage and operational delay
for rail in the passenger networks.

2.2.2 Managing risk at level crossings
There has been a tendency to view and treat level crossing risks in the same manner as roading risks.
Overseas experience suggests this is an inappropriate, simplistic view as there are a few key differences
between rail and roading risk profiles. They are:
1.
Asymmetric accident risk: While level crossing collisions occur far less frequently than
road accidents, the consequences can be much greater (for example, if a truck or bus collides with a
passenger train). In analysing an accident simply extrapolating the historic record will not
demonstrate the level of the risk, as a single serious event significantly distorts the safety record of a
level crossing. In this sense, rail is similar to the aviation industry.
There are a number of high-profile overseas examples of this, including:
x
Germany (1964): Passenger train and fuel tanker (94 deaths)
x
Switzerland (1982): Train and bus (39 deaths)
x
Australia (1943): Freight train and bus at Wondoga (25 deaths)
x
Australia (2007): Passenger train and truck at Kerang (11 deaths and 23 injured)
x
Egypt (2012): Freight train and school bus (47 deaths).
In New Zealand there have been a few collisions where train passengers have been injured or killed.
In particular, a 1993 accident where the Southerner collided with a truck killing three and seriously
injuring seven and a 2001 accident where the Southerner was again involved in a collision with a
truck injuring 29 passengers.
2.

Consequential losses: There is a far greater potential for consequential losses in the rail industry
than the roading industry. While the most noticeable impact is deaths or injuries sustained in a
vehicle or on the train, there can also be significant costs regarding:
x clearing tracks and damage to rolling stock and alarms;
x delays to passengers and the flow-on effect to the road network;
x delays to freight and loss of business confidence; and
x loss of public confidence.

3.

Need for a proactive approach: Road engineering has a long history of injury and non-injury
collisions that can be used to prioritise upgrades. In contrast, level crossings have a much lower
number of reported collisions and near-collisions. This requires the use of a proactive tool such as
ALCAM to identify risks.

2.2.3 Reducing risk through higher-cost upgrades
Typically, level crossing risk reduction improvements have concentrated on moving from signs to automatic
alarm systems. NZTA, RCAs and KiwiRail have been installing alarms on level crossings since 1921 and, short
of grade separation, it remains the best way to reduce the risk of a collision.
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KiwiRail currently prioritises these upgrades based on an holistic view of the crossing, considering its
collision record, visibility, traffic and train volume. This is known as the Accident Priority List. With the
ALCAM surveys now completed, future prioritisation will be based on an ALCAM risk score and the collision
history; however, the transition between systems is expected to take a few years due to earlier commitments
made. The benefits will be an internationally recognised prioritisation system that aligns with good practice
in accident data analysis and research.
While the most straightforward way to manage risk would be to put alarms and barriers on all crossings, this
would potentially take another 100 years at current rates to complete, at a cost of over $100 million.
Therefore an alternative approach is needed to address crossings where alarms cannot be justified, that are
low on the priority list to receive alarms, or that have already been upgraded but have a specific residual risk.
This is where the ALCAM model can make a positive impact because it provides more cost-effective and
prioritised solutions for specific crossings.

2.2.4 The importance of cooperation between rail and road
In New Zealand there are 60 RCAs and 4 NZTA Regions that have level crossings within their boundaries.
KiwiRail is the primary rail access provider in New Zealand and manages 3,800 km of track. However, there
are over 70 other licensed rail access providers or operators whose policies and operating procedures may
differ in detail to some degree.
Historically, co-operation between road controlling authorities and KiwiRail has been inconsistent. It has
often been hard to clearly define responsibilities and meeting the cost of work has been dependent on the
level crossing’s history.
Funding responsibilities for installation and maintenance costs for upgrading level crossings to active
protection are clearer, thanks to an existing agreement between NZTA and KiwiRail. These costs are split
50/50 between KiwiRail and the relevant RCA with the RCA then claiming a 100% rebate back from the
NZTA. However, funding for level crossings with signs or pedestrian infrastructure is less clear cut.
Responsibility for road surfacing, signage and vegetation costs depends on whether the level crossing is
issued under grant, or whether it is officially a ‘road-over-rail’ or ‘rail-over-road’ crossing. In most areas,
KiwiRail carries out work within the rail corridor (signs, alarms, surfacing, and vegetation clearance). The
RCA normally carries out road marking, advanced warning signage and other activities located more than 5m
from a rail corridor. Unfortunately this is not always the case and the responsible party can be difficult to
find.
It has been possible to recover costs for level crossings with alarms under the 50/50 agreement. However,
recovering costs for passive crossings rarely happens.
Unclear responsibilities and ineffective cooperation in the management of level crossings between road and
rail authorities over the years in New Zealand have contributed to issues such as:
x

confusion about responsibilities for maintenance and addressing risks such as replacing damaged signs

x

lack of a single point of contact for dealing with infrastructure that is in poor condition

x

inadequate pedestrian infrastructure at level crossings except where there has been recent investment

x

disjointed crossing surface maintenance causing an uneven ride for motorists, or worse creating an
environment where vehicles become stuck (such as the collision at Paekakariki in 2011 where a bus
became trapped and was struck by a freight train).

In 2012, the New Zealand Level Crossing Working Group, in an attempt to better define these maintenance
responsibilities, included a new appendix in the to the NZTA Traffic Control Devices Manual, Part 9 – Level
Crossings. In this appendix, maintenance responsibilities are defined, firstly by reference to legislation and
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then, where no legislation exists, in a practical and fair means1. The appendix was circulated for public
consultation and is due to be released in 2013. It is included in Appendix B of this document for reference.

2.2.5 Interface agreements
The need for road and rail cooperation is not unique to New Zealand and was arguably even more of an issue
in Australia where they have multiple rail authorities for a single piece of track. The Federal parliament
recognised this and passed legislation in 2006 requiring all parties to sign Safety Interface Agreements
within three years.
An interface agreement is effectively a Memorandum of Understanding and could be a single document
signed between the RCA and KiwiRail. This document is likely to include such things as planning, joint risk
assessment, cost allocation, maintenance responsibilities, work coordination, emergency management and
dispute resolution procedures.

!

1

Any existing agreements between RCAs and KiwiRail will always take precedence.
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3 The ALCAM model and its use in New Zealand
3.1

The ALCAM model

The Australian Level Crossing Assessment Model (ALCAM) is a tool used to identify and help manage
potential risks at road and pedestrian level crossings.
The model began as a Level Crossing Risk Scoring Matrix, developed by Queensland Rail. It was seen as an
innovative risk assessment tool and, having widespread support, was formally adopted at an Australian
Transport Council meeting in May 2003. ALCAM is now applied across all Australian States and in New
Zealand. It is overseen by an Australia-New Zealand committee who ensure its development and application
is consistent.
There are three separate components to the ALCAM model, which, when combined, produce a unique risk
score for each level crossing:
ALCAM risk score = infrastructure factor x exposure factor x consequence factor
The ALCAM risk score is expressed in terms of an expected number of equivalent fatalities per year with an
equivalent fatality seen as a combination of all types of harm using the ratio:
1 fatality = 10 serious injuries = 200 minor injuries
It is the equivalent fatalities per year that allows comparison of level crossings against each other within a
given jurisdiction based on the level of risk. By sorting level crossings in relation to their ALCAM risk score, a
priority listing can be created, which can then be used to develop a safety improvement programme.
The mechanics of the ALCAM model are illustrated in Figure .

Figure 4 ALCAM model structure
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The weightings within the model have been determined by analysing collisions in Australia and New Zealand
and through a series of workshops by an expert group. All three components of the model have also been
validated against 10 years of Australian and New Zealand level crossing collision data.
ALCAM can be used to:
x

quantify the probability of an accident

x

quantify the expected consequences of an accident

x

compare the relative risk between crossings within a region or jurisdiction

x

carry out a cost-benefit analysis of any improvements

x

highlight where specific risks or deficiencies exist, and

x

model the effect of cost-effective treatments to address these risks.

A total data management system, the Level Crossing Management System (or LXM), is used to effectively
manage ALCAM data as well as other important information. LXM contains a number of additional reporting
and modelling tools, which help with the overall decision-making process. While ALCAM is a comprehensive
assessment tool to understand level crossing hazards, it cannot be applied in isolation and does not preclude
the need for sound engineering judgement.
As an assessment tool, ALCAM does not authorise upgrades, nor does it attempt to define a ‘safe’ or
acceptable level of risk. This is a decision for each jurisdiction and depends on the standard of existing
crossings, upgrade budgets and the level of risk that is tolerable.
It is also very important to ensure that all stakeholders associated with a particular level crossing are
involved in determining the final treatment.

3.2

Use of the ALCAM model in New Zealand

The New Zealand Level Crossing Working Group, which includes representatives of KiwiRail, NZTA and the
RCA Forum, first became aware of ALCAM in 2002 and was invited to participate in the work of an interstate working group as an observer.
The model appeared to offer advantages in terms of identifying and prioritising level crossing safety issues
and was considered worthy of investigation for possible application in New Zealand.
During 2005 a series of surveys was carried out at 36 level crossings, applying the ALCAM methodology.
Further surveys were carried out on a number of level crossings in the busier Auckland and Wellington rail
corridors to assess, the then recently developed, ALCAM for pedestrian level crossings. The results indicated
that ALCAM should be adopted in New Zealand.
This view was endorsed by the New Zealand Level Crossing Working Group in 2007 resulting in KiwiRail and
NZTA co-funding a project to gather data and implement ALCAM in New Zealand.
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3.3 The New Zealand ALCAM project
In 2008 the ALCAM survey methodology was modified by the project team to reflect New Zealand
conditions2 and surveys of level crossings were carried out around the country. While the survey method is
well defined, much can be gained through local knowledge. For this reason 12 survey teams were trained,
with each team working in the region closest to home.
The data gathered by the survey teams was checked, supplemented by office-sourced data3 and entered into
the Infrastructure and Consequence components of the ALCAM model by the project team.
In total there were over 130 variables entered into the model, many of which could influence the risk of an
accident. Further details on these can be found in the ALCAM in detail (2012) manual.
The surveys were completed in March 2012, followed by the ALCAM project team carrying out an extensive
quality control process. Two main things were identified during this process:
1.

2.

Some ALCAM inputs relied on significant local knowledge, including the proportion of heavy
vehicles using the crossing, the likelihood of sunstrike and the proportion of time that the crossing
was in fog.
There was insufficient information for some ALCAM inputs (ie volumes of pedestrians using level
crossings or the proportion of heavy vehicles).

While local survey teams had provided their own estimates, these were obviously influenced by conditions at
the time of the survey and use of their information could potentially create a temporal or regional bias. To
ensure a nationally consistent and objective dataset, it was decided to use default values for these variables4.
In this way level crossings could be compared nationally without introducing any artificial bias; however, the
knowledge of local rail and road authorities is still required to identify and address some specific risks.
The survey programme ran from 2008-2012. However, most of the Auckland, Waikato, and the lower-North
Island regions have had refresher surveys carried out within the last 12 months.
Over 200 level crossings have been upgraded using ALCAM as a design tool to identify risks and determine
cost-effective treatments. This has occurred in the Waikato region, in Auckland and in Whanganui, and has
involved over 10 RCAs. This is discussed further in section 0.
ALCAM has also been used for traffic management planning, resource consent applications and to help the
NZTA to assess applications to run heritage and tourist services.

2

Including changes to maximum vehicle lengths, terminology, and standards being assessed etc

3

Including train speeds, train sizes and volumes, traffic volumes (from RAMM data), and proximity to
schools and other facilities (identified off aerial photographs).
4

Ie, 10% of the traffic being heavy vehicles, sunstrike 1 day/month, an average of 100 pedestrians/day.
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4 Road level crossings
4.1

National profile (ALCAM input)

There are 1268 level crossings located on public roads in New Zealand. While no two road level crossings
have an identical profile, they will all have one of the following traffic control devices:
x

Stop or give way signs (570 crossings: 45 %).

x

Flashing lights and bells (424 crossings: 33 %).

x

Half-arm barriers (274 crossings: 22 %).5

Signs

Flashing lights and bells

Half-arm barriers

Figure 3 Road level crossings – types of traffic control device
The type of traffic control device is determined by several factors, with the main considerations being road
volumes, train volumes and any collision history. 
Figure 4 shows the distribution of road level crossings by control type for each of the regional council areas
in New Zealand.
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

HalfͲarmbarriers
Flashinglightsandbells
Signs


Figure 4 Road level crossings – population by regional council area

5

These also have flashing lights and bells, but for simplicity are just referred to as ‘half-arm barriers.’
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The concentration of road level crossings is highest in Gisborne (1 per 1.6km) and Taranaki (1 per 1.9km), and
lowest in Manawatu-Whanganui and Waikato (both 1 per 3.1km). The large number of level crossings in
Canterbury reflects both the size of the region and the fact that there are approximately 640km of railway in
Canterbury (about 17% of the national network).
Every road level crossing has more than 130 physical characteristics that need to be entered into ALCAM,
with many of these identified as affecting the overall risk of an accident. Some of the key variables are listed
in Table 2.
ALCAM input
Control type

22%
43%

Signs
Flashinglightsandbells

35%

Number of

Comment

Distribution

HalfͲarmbarriers
Singletrack

14%

tracks

Twoormoretracks

Two or more tracks are predominantly
in Wellington and Auckland.

86%

Road surface

Sealed

18%

Unsealed
82%

Train types

Passenger
39%
61%

Seasonal train

Freight

Allyearround

17%

variability

Seasonal

Passenger train routes are listed in
Error! Reference source not found..

Seasonal is mainly associated with
trains carrying dairy products.

83%

Restart visibility

13%
54%

15%
18%

Condition of

12%

configuration

passive crossings, but less important for
crossings with alarms.

Average
87%

and

Visibility along track is essential for

Good

control

Road quality

>100%
80Ͳ100%
50Ͳ80%
<50%

Poor
Good

12%
10%

Average
78%

Includes road-rail angle and road
surface condition.

Poor
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Hump, dip or
rough surface

No

23%

Yes

Can lead to vehicles stalling or getting
stuck.

77%

Likelihood of
short stacking

Low

24%
8%

Medium

68%

Based on physical stacking distance only
and assumes use by a 25 m long vehicle.

High
Possibility of
queuing from

6%
18%

adjacent

Highest train

7%

speed
44%

of vehicle

Mainly an issue in urban centres.

Low
76%

intersection

Approach speed

None

High
<60km/hr
61to80km/hr
81to100km/hr
>100km/hr

23%
26%

<60km/h

9% 5%

Free-flow traffic speed

>60Ͳ80km/h

Compliance

86%

>80km/h

16%

Yes

with standard

Partly

Partial compliance where signs are
present, but out of position or are an old
design.

No

83%

Table 2 Road level crossings – key ALCAM inputs

!
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4.1

National risks (ALCAM output)

4.1.1

National risk profile

ALCAM predicts that approximately 147 collisions and 44 equivalent fatalities will occur at New Zealand
public road level crossings over the next ten years (Error! Reference source not found.). This assumes no
improvement work is carried out and all other factors remain constant.
Flashing lights

Half-arm

and bells

barriers

570

424

274

1268

Collisions per 10 years

52

58

37

147

Equivalent fatalities per 10 years

14

18

12

44

Signs
Level crossings

TOTAL

Table 3 Road level crossings – Modelled collisions in ALCAM
Comparing these predictions to the historic accident record (2002-2011) there are two differences:
1.
2.

The predicted number of collisions (147) is lower than the historical number of collisions (257).
This is largely due to the ongoing investment in level crossing safety6.
The predicted number of equivalent fatalities (44) is higher than the actual number of equivalent
fatalities (36). The difference occurs because the ALCAM model includes an allowance for a
multiple-facility accident, generally involving a passenger train or bus. These are rare and
fortunately New Zealand has not had one of these accidents in the last 10 years.
Signs

Flashing lights

Half-arm

and bells

barriers

TOTAL

Average collisions per
crossing

0.09

0.14

0.14

0.12

Average number of fatalities
or serious injuries per collision

0.27

0.31

0.32

0.30

Average daily vehicles

202

1,599

5,435

1,793

7

8

27

12

Average daily trains

Table 4 Road level crossings – Modelled collisions in ALCAM 2
On a per crossing basis, the average number of collisions is similar for all types of level crossing (0.09-0.14)
(Error! Reference source not found.). However, the average number of vehicles using level crossings with
half-arm barriers is 3 times higher than those crossings with flashing lights and bells, and 27 times higher
than crossings with only signs.

6

In particular, there have been 63 level crossings upgraded to active protection since 2002. Most of these
have been at level crossings with a collision record or with high train and vehicle volumes.
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Normalising by both vehicle and train volumes reveals that half-arm barriers are 10 times more effective at
reducing the risk of a collision than flashing lights and bells on their own. For this reason, both NSW and WA
have policies in place that only half-arm barriers will be installed in any new upgrades. ALCAM data and
Australasian collision statistics were used to support the introduction of both policies.

4.1.2 Regional risk profile
Table 5 reflects the expected distribution of accidents across New Zealand, and includes the effect of traffic
and train volumes. As such, it is not surprising that Auckland (13%) and Wellington (15%) have a higher
overall level of accident risk than the quieter rail lines and roads in Southland (10%) and the Hawke’s Bay
(9%).
Level crossings

Collisions per
10 years

Fatalities per
10 years

Likelihood of a
collision per
crossing

Average
infrastructure
factor

Northland

45

4

1

9%

1.09

Auckland

69

12

3

18%

1.03

Bay of Plenty

46

6

2

13%

1.14

Waikato

98

11

4

11%

1.04

Gisborne

11

1

0

7%

0.96

Hawkes Bay

87

9

2

10%

1.10

Taranaki

73

7

2

9%

1.10

169

20

7

12%

Wellington

64

9

3

15%

0.98

Nelson-Marlborough

38

6

2

15%

1.28

Canterbury

293

34

11

12%

1.08

West Coast

91

9

1

10%

1.07

Otago

84

8

2

10%

1.09

Southland

100

10

2

10%

1.07

National total

1268

147

44

12%

1.08

ManawatuWhanganui

1.10

Table 5 Road level crossings – modelled collisions by region
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The last column in Table 5 presents the average infrastructure factor for each region. This number quantifies
the effect of road slopes, rail speeds, viewlines, surface type, and all other characteristics gathered during the
ALCAM assessments. A value below 1 means that the average quality of the infrastructure is better than the
Australian and New Zealand average; while a value above 1 means that the infrastructure is worse than this
average.
The ALCAM analysis suggests that Auckland (1.03), Waikato (1.04) and Wellington (0.98), have level
crossing infrastructure that is similar in risk to the average Australasian level crossing. This is not altogether
surprising, as a significant amount of money has been spent over the past 10 years on improving level
crossings in these areas. Most other regions have a risk level similar to the New Zealand average (1.08), with
the Nelson-Marlborough region being the outlier with a comparatively poor quality of level crossing
infrastructure (1.28).
Overall the level of risk posed by New Zealand’s level crossing infrastructure is about 8% higher than the
Australasian average. Note that not all of these factors that make up the Infrastructure Factor are within the
control of KiwiRail or roading authorities, and the undulating New Zealand landscape presents a set of risks
that is not faced by most Australian states.
A further breakdown on risk by regional council area and by KiwiRail area is shown in Appendix A.

4.1.3

Types of risk

Analysing the ALCAM model output on a national level reveals that the specific risks faced at level crossings
are heavily dependent on the type of control. The breakdown shown in Figure 5 reflects not only the effect of
the type of control, but also the type of environment in which the controls are usually used.
100%
90%
80%
Other

70%

Conditionofwarningdevices

60%
50%

Vehicleoperations

40%

Trainoperations

30%

Conditionofcrossing

20%

Queuingandstacking

10%

VisibilityofTrains

0%
SignsOnly

FlashingLightsand
Bells

HalfArmBarriers



Figure 5 Road level crossings – national infrastructure risks
The queuing and stacking risk is a good example of the relationship between the type of environment and the
type of traffic control. Half-arm barriers tend to be used on busier roads, often in built-up urban areas or on a
main road adjacent to a state highway. Therefore it is not surprising that the risk of vehicles queuing back
over the level crossing stacking makes up 33% of the overall risk profile for these crossings.
Unsurprisingly, visibility of trains makes up a higher proportion of the risk for level crossings with signs (30%)
than it does for level crossings with active control such as flashing lights and bells or half-arm barriers (4%
and 5% respectively). This is because installing alarms that are activated by a train largely negates the
requirement for long view lines along the rail corridor.
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The condition of the crossing reflects the type of surface, the skew angle between road and rail, and the
potential for vehicles to stall to get stuck on a hump. Again, these risks are proportionally higher for level
crossings with signs, probably because such level crossings are found on low-volume rural roads and
therefore re-grading or re-aligning is harder to justify.
The vehicle operations risk appears across all level crossings and is largely driven by a default proportion
(10%) of heavy vehicles within the NZ ALCAM system. Unfortunately the heavy vehicle information was not
available for individual level crossings; however, users should be aware that a higher proportion of heavy
vehicles can significantly increase the risk of an accident at a level crossing, particularly when combined with
an unsealed crossing with a humped profile.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Other
Conditionofwarningdevices
Vehicleoperations
Trainoperations
Conditionofcrossing
Queuingandstacking
VisibilityofTrains


Figure 6 Road level crossings – regional infrastructure risks
Figure 6 presents the breakdown of risks on a regional level. This includes both the type of controls used in
each region as well as the long-term investment in level crossings and the road surface by individual RCAs
and KiwiRail. In brief we can see that:
x

there is a proportionally higher number of crossing with issues to do with visibility of trains in Gisborne
and the South Island

x

higher condition of crossing risks exist in Northland and Otago

x

the higher train operation risks in Gisborne, Hawke’s Bay and Northland reflect low volumes and the
unpredictable timing of train movements

x

queuing and stacking is more common in the North Island from Hamilton through to Wellington.

While these risk metrics are of interest on a national and regional level, the real benefit comes from using
ALCAM to identify and analyse the site-specific risks at individual level crossings. This gives engineers a
strong lead as to what sort of targeted treatments are the most suitable, and enables them to achieve the
best ‘value-for-money’ and the largest safety returns on the investment.
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4.1.4 Personal versus collective risk
The distinction between the personal risk to a driver and the collective risk of an accident at a crossing (the
ALCAM risk score) is illustrated in Figure 7. This distinction is a common risk assessment tool and is
reproduced in the one-page summary reports for individual roading authorities and KiwiRail regions
(Appendix A).

Figure 7 Road level crossings distribution of personal versus collective risk
The broad patterns in figure 8 show that the personal risk for drivers is highest for level crossings with signs
and lowest for those with half-arm barriers. However, even level crossings with half-arm barriers may still
have a small residual risk (i.e. queuing) that will result in a greater collective risk where there are high
volumes of trains and vehicles.
This diagram is a particularly powerful tool in that the position of a level crossing on the diagram can be used
to broadly determine how much expenditure can be justified on a particular level crossing. As an example,
the level crossings toward the top right of the diagram are strong candidates for an upgrade to half-arm
barriers (approximately $200,000). Level crossings in the top-left and bottom-right have lower traffic flows
but could use a basic review of signs, road surface, vegetation and markings (less than $10,000) to address
specific risks. Longer-term the aim would be to shift the distribution of level crossings toward the bottom-left
of the graph.
Appendix A provides further guidance on interpreting this diagram, and section 0 provides an indication as
to suitable treatments.
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5 Pedestrian level crossings
5.1

National profile (ALCAM input)

There are 682 official public pedestrian level crossings located on the New Zealand rail network. These fall
into two broad categories:
x

563 (83%) are adjacent crossings, where the pedestrian level crossing is next to a road7, and

x

119 (17%) are stand-alone crossings, where there are no nearby roads.

Adjacent crossing

Stand-alone crossing

Figure 8 Pedestrian level crossings – photos of two types
Approximately 89% of adjacent pedestrian crossings have some form of bells or alarms. Most of the time
the lights are positioned to alert road vehicles; however, in some cases, KiwiRail has installed additional
pedestrian alarms. These are often near commuter train stations or at heavily-used crossings.
Stand-alone pedestrian level crossings are typically located in high-pedestrian areas where there are no
nearby road crossings. Approximately 46% of these have some form of alarms, while the remainder just
have signs, road-markings, mazes or approach fencing.
There are a number of other pedestrian level crossing locations that are not officially recognised by KiwiRail
or by local councils. Often these have limited use, have no formed path, are unsafe, or are used to as an
access point to the rail corridor. KiwiRail treat use of these as a trespass issue and may fence these off.

7

A road with a footpath on either side would be classed as having two adjacent-pedestrian crossings.
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Figure 9 Pedestrian level crossings – population by region
Figure 9 shows the distribution of pedestrian level crossings by control type for each of the regional council
areas in New Zealand. The distribution reflects a concentration in urban areas, with large numbers of
pedestrian level crossings being found in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch.
As with the road level crossings, most of the ALCAM information was gathered on-site by local survey
teams. Back in the office, mapping and GIS systems were also used to determine the proximity to schools
and other facilities, and this information was used to infer the type of pedestrians using the level crossing.
Table 6 outlines some of the key inputs required for ALCAM.
ALCAM input

Distribution

Comment

Activecontol

20%

Passivecontrol

Typeofcontrol

Mostactivecontrolsarefootpathsnextto
roadswithlevelcrossingalarms

80%

17%

Standalone



Adjacent

Typeofcrossing
83%

Singletrack
28%

Numberoftracks

72%

8%

Trainspeed

26%

40%
26%

29%

Visibilityoftrain

26%
9%

36%

Twoormoretracks

<60km/hr
60Ͳ80km/hr
81Ͳ100km/hr
>100km/hr
>100%
80Ͳ100%
50Ͳ80%
<50%
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ALCAM input
Presenceof
Adjacent

Distribution

Comment

5%

Few

31%
64%

Distractions



Some
Many

13%
10%

50%

Proximitytoschools
27%

10%

>500m
500Ͳ200m
200Ͳ100m
<100m
Adequate
Poor

Pathalignment



Includesangleoffootpathapproachand
whetherthereisadefinedpath

90%

17%

Yes
No

Maze

Recommendedinurbanareasandwhere
twoormoretracks

83%

15%

Yes
No

TactilePavers

RequiredbyNZTATrafficControlDevices
Manual–Part9LevelCrossings

85%

10%

Yes
No

PaintedHoldLine

Sometimesusedasatemporarymeasurein
lieuoftactilepavers

90%
7% 16%

Conformancewith

Yes
Partly

Standard
77%

Commontohavesomesigns,pavement
markingsortacticalpaversmissing

No

Table 6 Pedestrian level crossings – key ALCAM inputs

5.2

National risks (ALCAM output)

5.2.1

National risk profile

The ALCAM pedestrian model follows the same structure as the ALCAM road model, although all the
characteristics and weightings have been developed to reflect human behaviour and features around
pedestrian level crossings. There are three main differences from the road model:
1.
2.
3.

the data has not yet been compared against an Australasian accident record, and hence the output
is expressed in different metrics;
pedestrian volumes are not known and are set at a constant value, meaning the exposure
component of the model is entirely dependent on the number of trains; and
a fixed consequence value is used to model the impact of a collision.
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The infrastructure factor and exposure factor in the ALCAM pedestrian model are useful for comparing level
crossings in relative terms. However, they do not represent the probability of an accident in real terms, and
hence there is little benefit in displaying national averages.

5.2.2 Regional risk profile

Pedestrian
level crossings

Average
infrastructure
factor

Average
exposure
factor

Average
ALCAM risk
score
x 1,000

Northland

10

237

3

0.7

Auckland

94

223

85

19.7

Bay of Plenty

19

190

20

4.1

Waikato

49

249

18

4.5

Gisborne

6

369

1

0.4

Hawkes Bay

49

232

6

1.3

Taranaki

31

221

4

0.9

Manawatu-Whanganui

68

278

11

3.2

Wellington

72

267

77

22.1

Nelson-Marlborough

13

333

9

3.1

Canterbury

137

269

12

3.1

West Coast

41

334

3

1.0

Otago

20

314

6

1.9

Southland

73

299

4

1.3

682

265

26

6.7

National total

Table 7 Pedestrian level crossings – risk by region
Table 7 provides a summary of the risk profile of pedestrian level crossings. On a regional level there is
relatively little variation in the quality of the pedestrian infrastructure. In contrast there are clear differences
in the exposure factor, with Auckland and Wellington again showing the risks associated with operating a
commuter rail network.
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This influence of train volumes is reflected in the total ALCAM risk score, with the two main centres having a
net risk about ten times higher than the rest of the regions. While New Zealand does not have a large
pedestrian accident rate, most of the recent pedestrian accidents at level crossings have occurred in these
two regions8.
Unfortunately there is no nationally consistent dataset of pedestrian volumes, and having this information on
a national scale would allow much better identification of heavily used level crossings that have the potential
to be a risk hotspot. In the meantime, local knowledge is needed to ensure that the busiest pedestrian level
crossings have the lowest infrastructure factor. Particular attention should be paid to level crossings near
railway stations, schools, shops or event venues as these locations often experience high pedestrian
numbers, particularly at certain times of the day.

5.2.3 Types of risk
Analysing the ALCAM pedestrian model output on a national level reveals that that there are a number of
risks that contribute to the probability of a pedestrian being struck by a train (Figure 10).
4%

9%

17%

Conditionofinfrastructure
10%

Crossingdesignandlayout
Locationofcrossing
Typeofpedestrian

11%

18%

Trainoperations
Visibilityoftrains
Warningsystem

31%


Figure 10 Pedestrian crossings key risk categories- all control types
The type of pedestrian using the level crossing accounts for 31% of all national risk, and features at level
crossings located near schools, retirement villages, or licensed venues. Each type of pedestrian has certain
needs that may need to be considered in the design of the level crossing (ie smooth surface and
manoeuvring space, additional fencing to stop shortcuts).
The location of crossing represents 18% of the national accident risk, and is particularly relevant near train
stations where pedestrians may be in a hurry to cross the tracks to avoid being delayed. Shunting of trains
also increases the potential for pedestrians to make mistakes or misjudge train movements.
Visibility of trains, condition of infrastructure, and the crossing design and layout are three factors that together
make up 35% of the risk. These risks are comparatively cheap and easy to address and include ensuring that
all pedestrian level crossings have adequate viewlines, appropriate signs, hold lines, guidelines, tactile
pavers, fencing and mazes and a smooth surface for walking on.
Only 14 % of all pedestrian level crossings fully meet the national standards set down in the NZTA’s Traffic
control devices manual – Part 9 – Level crossings (2008). Another 23% have minor non-compliances which
would have a negligible effect on the risk (ie an older sign design)

8

Collisions with people walking along the rail corridor remain a greater problem than level crossing
pedestrian accidents. This trespassing is a nationwide issue.
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The final large risk is associated with unusual train operations increasing the chance of a pedestrian mistake
(ie high speed trains, seasonal train use, two tracks). For example, a leading cause of level crossing fatalities
in Melbourne is pedestrians ignoring alarms and stepping onto the tracks once a train has passed, only to be
stuck by a second train travelling in the opposite direction. This particular risk can be minimised through
electronic gates or the use of a flashing ‘second train coming sign’. Electronic gates have been installed at
particularly high-risk pedestrian crossings in New Zealand.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Warningsystem
Visibilityoftrains
Trainoperations
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Locationofcrossing
Crossingdesignandlayout
Conditionofinfrastructure


Figure 11 Pedestrian level crossings – regional infrastructure risks
Figure 11 presents the breakdown of risks at pedestrian level crossings on a regional level. The geographically
consistent pattern suggests that all regions face similar risks with their pedestrian level crossings. Obviously
any infrastructure risks are magnified in Auckland and Wellington due to much higher train volumes. Note
that in some regions there are relatively few crossings and comparisons may not have statistical significance.
As with road level crossings, the real value of ALCAM lies in being able to identify and treat the risks at an
individual crossing level.
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6

Addressing risk at level crossings

Once the profile of a level crossing has been established, ALCAM can be used to model safety improvements
and examine the theoretical reduction in the overall and specific risk scores.
As outlined in section 0, the ALCAM risk score for a level crossing is calculated as follows:
ALCAM risk score = infrastructure factor x exposure factor x consequence factor,
On a national level the ALCAM risk score can be used to develop a priority list, which can then be used as
one of the inputs to a safety improvement programme. On a local level it will not usually be practical to
address the exposure risk at a level crossing, short of closing it or grade separation, as this is largely
determined by the volumes of vehicles, pedestrians and trains. Therefore focusing on ways of mitigating the
infrastructure risks or potential consequences will usually be the most effective way to improve safety at a
crossing.
Although it is a comprehensive tool for the assessment of level crossing hazards, ALCAM cannot be applied
in isolation. Any risk assessment and treatment also needs to consider other factors, including:
x

changes to the level crossing since the original ALCAM surveys

x

collision and near-collision history

x

engineering experience (both rail and road)

x

local knowledge and observations of driver or pedestrian behaviour, and

x

standards and international best practice.

It is important to ensure that all stakeholders associated with a particular level crossing are involved with the
determination of the final recommended treatment. In particular, experience from the pilot applications of
ALCAM in New Zealand, has shown that local level collaboration between KiwiRail and RCAs can be very
effective in ensuring that appropriate risk mitigation measures are implemented in a timely and affordable
manner.
Figure 12 indicates the type of treatments which may be appropriate for level crossings relative to their
position on the personal versus collective risk diagram.
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Figure 12 Personal versus collective risk – potential road safety improvements
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6.1

Treatment options

Table 8 and Table 9 outline some suggested engineering treatments together with indicative costs for
mitigating key infrastructure risks at level crossings. This information is provided for guidance only and can
be used in conjunction with individual ALCAM risk reports. The tables should not take the place of site
specific assessments and the costs may vary significantly at some level crossings.
Note that many of the low cost treatments in Table 8 and Table 9 can be used to address multiple risks. For
example, sealing a road surface helps with acceleration and braking, may remove a hump and allows the
RCA to add roadmarkings to increase the visibility of the level crossing. Many different signs that can be
used to raise driver awareness of a particular risk are detailed in the NZTA’s Traffic control devices manual Part
9 – Level crossings.
The first important message is that large improvements in safety can be gained by targeting specific hazards
at each level crossing. For example, at a level crossing where short-stacking has been identified as the main
hazard, the introduction of active controls such as half-arm barriers may have little impact on the risk profile.
A more suitable solution may be an acceleration lane on the adjacent road, an escape zone, banning right
turns or interfacing with adjacent traffic lights.
The second message is that engineers are encouraged to think laterally when looking into treatment options,
as often general traffic calming, changing area-wide traffic patterns or driver behaviour will produce big
safety improvements. The views of local residents can sometimes provide a useful insight into driver
behaviour.
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ALCAMriskcharacteristic
Vi s i bi l i tyoftra i n
Vi s i bi l i tyoftra i nfromres ta rtpos i ti on(S3)
Vi s i bi l i tyoftra i nfromroa da pproa ch(S2)
Vi s i bi l i tyofthecros s i ngfroma pproa ch
Vi s i bi l i tyofcontrol a tthecros s i ngfroma pproa ch

Condi ti onofcros s i ng
Condi ti onofcros s i ngpa nel s urfa ce
Condi ti onofroa ds urfa ceona pproa ch

Queui nga nds ta cki ng
Pos s i bi l i tyofs horts ta cki ng
Queui ngfroma dja centi nters ecti ons

Tra i nopera ti ons
Hi ghtra i ns peed
Se a s ona l ori nfrequenttra i npa tterns
Lowvol umeoftra i ns (dri vercompl a cency)
Sl owtra i ns pe ed
Longtra i nl ength
Hi ghvol umeoftra i ns
Numberofopera ti ona l ra i l tra cks
Vehi cl eopera ti ons
Proporti onofhea vyvehi cl es
Roa dtra ffi ca pproa chs peed(85%i l e)
Level ofvehi cl econges ti on
Proxi mi tytoroa di nters ecti on
Condi ti onofwa rni ngdevi ces
Di s ta ncefroma dva ncewa rni ngs i gntocros s i ng
NonͲconforma ncewi thNZTAPa rt9s ta nda rd
Condi ti onofcontrol a tthecros s i ng
Condi ti onofcros s i ngpa nel s urfa ce(hump,di p,roughs urfa ce)

Othe r
Pres enceofa dja ce ntdi s tra cti ons
Potenti a l fors ungl a rema s ki ngcros s i ngcontrol s fromroa d
a pproa ch
Potenti a l fors ungl a rema s ki ngtra i nfromres ta rtpos i ti on
Te mpora ryvi s ua l i mpedi mentofcros s i ngcontrol s fromroa d
a pproa ch
Te mpora ryvi s ua l i mpedi mentoftra i ns fromres ta rtpos i ti on
Proxi mi tytos i di ngors hunti ngya rd
Proxi mi tytopa s s engers ta ti on

Infrastructure
riskreduction
22%
9%
Ͳ
4%

25%
11%

18%
17%

4%
9%
5%
2%
3%
1%
5%

3%
2%
5%
6%
7%
10%
25%

5%
2%
4%
1%
2%
7%
3%

Treatment
Removevegeta ti on

IndicativeCost
$2,000

Tri memba nkmentorwi dencutti ng
Ins ta l l fl a s hi ngl i ghts a ndbel l s
Decl a ra ti ona ndturni ngl a nes offa dja centroa ds
Cl os ecros s i ng
Pl a nni ngcontrol s i ndi s tri ctpl a ns

$5,000
$200,000
$20,000
$10,000

Ra i s eorl owerroa ds urfa ceei thers i deofcros s i ng
Reforml evel cros s i ngpa ne l

$20,000
$20,000

Sea l l evel cros s i ngpa nel
Sea l roa da tl ea s t50monei thers i de

$5,000
$15,000

Cl os ecros s i ng
Ba nri ghtturn
Res tri cti ononvehi cl el ength
Provi deemergencyes ca pezone
Provi dea ccel era ti onl a nes ona dja centroa d
Si gna l coordi na ti onwi thcros s i nga l a rms
ShortͲs ta cki ngs i gn
Yel l owcros s Ͳha tchi ng
Acti vea dva ncedwa rni ngs i gn
Are a Ͳwi des tra tegi ctra ffi cma na gement

$10,000
$500
$500
$5,000
$20,000
$10,000
$500
$1,000
$5,000

Publ i ci tyca mpa i gns
Advi s orys i gna ge
Medi a ni s l a nds a ndfl us hmedi a ns
Upgra defromfl a s hi ngl i ghts toha l fͲa rmba rri ers

Ca nva ryfrom$500to$10,000dependi ngonextentofcl ea ra nce.Ma yrequi re
vege ta ti oncl ea ra nce onpri va tel a nd

Provi des dri verwi thmore ti metoturna ndl ookbeforecros s i nga pa s s i vecros s i ng
Toma na gebui l di ngs ,devel opmentors hel terbel ts i ns i ghtl i netri a ngl es

$500
$5,000
$50,000

Coul dcos tfrom$10,000Ͳ$80,000dependi ngonextentofwork.
Rubberpa nel s a rema nyti mes thi s cos t
Thes etrea tments a ddres s thepotenti a l forve hi cl es tobecomes tuck,tos ta l l ,a nda 
reducedbra ki nga nda ccel era ti onperforma nce

Coul dbes ea l edoruns ea l eds houl derwi thpa rki ngres tri cti ons
Onl yeffe cti vewhenl evel cros s i nga ndroa di nters ecti ona rei ncl os eproxi mi ty

Potenti a l l yforheri ta geopera ti ons
Topreventdri vi nga roundba rri ers
Thes etrea tments a ddres s thepotenti a l fordri vers a ttempti ngtora cetra i ns ,

Pa rti cul a rl ys ta cki ngdi s ta nce,s urfa ces a ndhumpordi poncros s i ng
TorerouteHVs orcha ngetra ffi cfl owi na rea

Grea ters cruti nyonothercha ra cteri s ti cs
Are a Ͳwi des tra tegi ctra ffi cma na gement

Rel oca tes i gna ge
Adds uppl ementa rydi s ta nces i gn
Improveorrepl a ces i gna ge orroa dma rki ng
Prewa rni ngs i gna ge
Roa dma rki ngs
Genera l tra ffi cca l mi ng

$500
$200
$3,000
$1,000
$1,000
$5,000

Cha ngea ngl eofa pproa chroa d
Treepl a nti ngs onroa ds i de tos ha defroms unri s eor
s uns et
Whi s tl eboa rds onra i l

$50,000

Adva ncedwa rni ngs i gna ge
Sui ta bl e TTMPs s i gnedoffbyra i l
Ya rdopera ti ona l procedures
Removedi s tra cti onorres tri cta dverti s i ng

Comments

$1,000
$200

Thes etrea tments a ddres s a ni ns uffi ci entrea cti onti me,potenti a l fordri vers confus i o

Ma rki ngs ,i s l a nds ,s i gns toreducevehi cl ea pproa chs peed

Ta keca retoa voi dvi s i bi l i tyres tri cti ons orroa ds i deha za rd
Toens uretra i nhorni s s oundeda hea dofthecros s i ng

$500
Toa voi dmi s concepti ontha ttra i ns a renotopera ti ng
Toa voi dma s ki ngbys ta ti ona rywa gons 
$1,000

Table 8 Road level crossings – potential safety improvements
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ALCAMriskcharacteristic
Vi s i bi l i tyoftra i ns
Pres enceofa dja centdi s tra cti ons
Vi s i bi l i tyoftra i ns frompedes tri a nhol di ngl i ne
Potenti a l fors ungl a re ma s ki ngtra i n

Infrastructurerisk
reduction

Treatment

IndicativeCost

3%

Cl ea rvegeta ti ona l ongtra ck

$2,000

8%

Cl ea rvegeta ti ona roundcros s i ng

$2,000

4%

Pl a nni ngcontrol s i ndi s tri ctpl a ns

Tempora ryvi s ua l i mpedi ments oftra i ns

1%

Whi s tl eboa rds onra i l

Ma s ki ngofmovi ngors ta ti ona rytra i ns

6%

Removedi s tra cti onorres tri cta dverti s i ng

$1,000

Angl eofcros s i nga ndwi dthoffl a ngega p

3%

Ta cti l e pa vers

$1,000

Gra di ents ,wi dths orma noeuvri ngs pa ceofpa thwa yorma ze

$200

Comments

Toma na gebui l di ngs ,devel opmentors hel terbel ts i ns i ghtl i netri a ngl es
Toens uretra i nhorns ounded

Cros s i ngdes i gna ndl a yout

14%

Pa thedgema rki ngs

Al i gnmentoffootpa tha pproa chi ngcros s i ng

1%

Rea l i gnpa thwa y

$5,000

NonͲconforma nce wi thNZTAPa rt9s ta nda rd

2%

Pa i nte dhol dl i ne

$100

Newpedes tri a nma ze
Pedes tri a ns i gna ge

$500

$10,000
$200

Condi ti onofi nfra s tructure
Ma i ntena nceofl evel cros s i ngequi pment

6%

Pa tchrepa i rs tos urfa ce

$1,000

Condi ti onoffootpa ths urfa ceorfenci ng

17%

Ma i nta i nma ze

$2,000

Proxi mi tytopa s s engers ta ti on

17%

Al ongtra ckfenci ng

$10,000

Proxi mi tytos i di ngors hunti ngya rd

8%

Approa chorfunnel fenci ng

$5,000

Proxi mi tytoeventvenue(pub,s portgrounds etc)

11%

Cl os ecros s i ng

Proxi mi tytos chool ,pl a yground,ora gedca refa ci l i ti es

6%

Ta rgetedpubl i ci tyca mpa i gns

Hi ghvol ume oftra i ns

6%

Secondtra i ncomi ngpa s s i ves i gn

Sea s ona l ori nfrequenttra i npa tterns

6%

SecondͲtra i ncomi nga cti ves i gn

Loca ti onofcros s i ng

$10,000

Requi res a ddi ti ona l fenci ng

Tra i nopera ti ons
$200
$20,000

Hi ghes ttra i ns peed

7%

Opera ti ona l cons i dera ti ons

Longes ttra i nl ength

1%

Movecros s i ng

$30,000

Numberofopera ti ona l ra i l tra cks

7%

Tra i ns s ta nda cros s thecros s i ng

1%
1%

NoͲfl a ngega prubbers urfa ce

$20,000

25%

El ectroni cpedes tri a nga te

$150,000

Vol ume ofphys i ca l l ydi s a bl edpedes tri a ns

Gra de s epa ra ti on

$500,000

Vol ume ofs ens orydi s a bl edpedes tri a ns

Addi ti ona l pedes tri a ns i gna l s

$10,000

Vol ume ofi nte l l e ctua l l ydi s a bl edpedes tri a ns

Newpedes tri a na l a rms (a wa yfromroa d)

$150,000

Typeofpedes tri a n
Vol ume ofpedes tri a ns i npea kti mefl ow
Vol ume ofchi l drenpedes tri a ns

Vol ume ofcycl i s ts ,wheel cha i rs orpra mpedes tri a ns

14%

Cycl i s ts kews i gn

Gra des epa ra ti on

Cl os ecros s i ng

$200

Wa rni ngs ys tem
Shortes twa rni ngti me froms ta rtoffl a s hi ngl i ghts

Di recti ona l pedes tri a na udi bl es i gna l s

Longes twa rni ngti mefroms ta rtoffl a s hi ngl i ghts

Streetl i ghti l l umi na ti onofcros s i ng

$10,000

Ba ckgroundnoi s eora udi bi l i tyofcros s i nga l a rm

6%

Newpedes tri a na l a rms (a wa yfromroa d)

$150,000

Condi ti onofpedes tri a ncontrol a tthecros s i ng

2%

Sui ta bl e TTMPs s i gnedoffbyra i l

Vi s i bi l i tyofpedes tri a ncontrol a tthecros s i ng

1%

Toa voi dmi s concepti ontha ttra i ns a renotopera ti ng

Table 9 Pedestrian level crossings – potential safety improvements
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6.1.1 Case study: Waikato low-cost ALCAM upgrades
In 2010, the Waikato Regional Council allocated $1 million from a JOG funding package to undertake lowcost safety improvements at 130 level crossings in the Waikato. This was comprised of 90 road crossings
and 40 pedestrian crossings. Centrally managed, the project was innovative in its pooling of all funding from
KiwiRail, RCAs, Waikato Council and eight RCAs.
The project’s objectives were to reduce risk on rail freight routes, get a geographic spread of improvements
and ensure that all work met value-for-money criteria. ALCAM surveys had been carried out in 2008 and the
model was adopted as the design tool to identify risks and treatments.
Meetings were held between KiwiRail and each of the eight Waikato RCAs to develop treatments based on
ALCAM risk reports and modelling. The aim was to ensure that all level crossings firstly met NZTA design
standards, and secondly that the residual risk was reduced to a medium or low level.
The upgrades involved a variety of activities to improve visibility and reduce the chance of a driver or
pedestrian mistake. These included tactile pavers, fencing, resurfacing, paths, adding emergency escape
zones and other items set out in Figure 13. Single contractors and suppliers were used to keep costs down. In
total $895,000 was spent, averaging $7200 per level crossing.
3%
Pedestrianfacilities

21%

Earthworks
31%

Roadworks
Treework

8%

Markings
8%

11%

Signs
Other

18%
Figure 13 Waikato level crossing risk mitigation expenditure breakdown
A post-completion ALCAM assessment in 2012 showed that for road crossings there had been:
x

an average 15 % reduction in the overall level of infrastructure risk, and

x

an average 72 % reduction in the manageable infrastructure risks9.

Similar benefits were achieved for pedestrian level crossings:
x

An average 7 % reduction in the overall level of infrastructure risk, and

x

An average 73 % reduction in the manageable infrastructure risks.

The Waikato low-cost ALCAM upgrade project showed that there are significant:
1.
2.

cost savings from RCAs and KiwiRail working together on a regional level, and
risk reductions from targeted upgrades that cost less than $10,000.

9

There is an inherent risk associated with most level crossings that is driven by factors such as the number
and frequency of trains, the potential for sunstrike and the use by young pedestrians. It is very difficult to
address these, and hence the ‘manageable’ risks have been provided separately.
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6.2 Funding safety improvements at level crossings
6.2.1 NZTA funding assistance for active level crossing upgrades
The NZTA provides funding to approved organisations for level crossing alarms under its Work category 131:
level crossing warning devices. These approved organisations are normally road controlling authorities
(RCAs).
To qualify for funding, the level crossing alarms must be included in the list of planned works that KiwiRail
provides to the NZTA, and only upgrades that are on the list are eligible for funding assistance. The list is
based on the Accident Priority List (see section 2.2.3) and programmed around the National Land Transport
Programme three-year funding cycle. The next cycle is 2015–18, with programmes needing to be determined
by 2014.
KiwiRail and the RCA usually share equally the cost of installing and maintaining level crossing alarms.
However, where the level crossing is held under a Deed of Grant the RCA may be required to pay the full
cost.
The NZTA currently reimburses the approved organisation 100% of its share of the cost.

6.2.2 NZTA funding assistance for low-cost level crossing upgrades
Work to improve the safety of level crossings can also be carried out under the NZTA’s Work category 341:
minor improvements.
Minor improvements are all low cost and low risk projects that can be completed for less than $250,000 per
project. This includes bridge replacements and similar small projects. RCAs can get up to 5% of their
maintenance programme value as of right, but further funding may be obtained if that can provide value for
money justification of the programme and costs
Funding under Work category 341 is more flexible than Work category 131, with each RCA having to advise
the NZTA of their total minor improvement budget in advance of the next financial year. There is then some
flexibility as to what work is carried out under this minor improvement budget, provided that the work is
done using a prioritised list of acceptable minor improvement works and that the budget is fully spent by the
end of the financial year. The NZTA have provided an Excel template to assist with prioritising works if
required.
Projects require the approval of the NZTA’s regional representative and evidence is required to demonstrate
value for money. An ALCAM calculation of risk at a level crossing before and after the minor improvement
may assist with demonstrating value for money to the NZTA
The funding assistance rate for minor improvements varies between local authorities but is typically about
50%.

6.2.3 KiwiRail funding
KiwiRail funds active level crossing upgrades through a national priority list system that is based on a
combination of collisions, train volumes, road volumes, and some level crossing characteristics. This
approach has been successfully used for over 30 years. ALCAM information will be integrated into this list,
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but given that both models are fundamentally based on the same principles it is expected to make little
difference to the order in which these higher-cost active upgrades are carried out. The cost for these active
level crossing upgrades is split evenly between KiwiRail and the relevant RCA.
Low-cost upgrades are done on a more regional basis, with KiwiRail area managers applying KiwiRail policy
and engineering judgement to determine where limited funds are best spent. Often these upgrades are
carried out in conjunction with other work, such as station platform improvements, drainage work, level
crossing panel renewals, or improvements to the adjacent road.
KiwiRail has set aside a limited pool of funds to carry out low-cost improvements at 50–100 level crossings
per year. The ALCAM model will be used to ensure that the improvements represent value-for-money, and
priority will be given to addressing risks in regions where there is cooperation and co-funding from the local
RCA.

6.3

Guidance for level crossing upgrade work

As a starting point, both RCAs and KiwiRail are strongly encouraged to review the individual level crossing
risk reports for their area and arrange a meeting to discuss a plan of improvements, timing and funding
issues, and any coordination with other planned road or rail work. The contact details for the relevant RCA
and KiwiRail offices are found at the back of each individual level crossing risk report.
Guidance on low-cost upgrade options can then be found through:
x

this national report (particularly Table 8 and Table 9)

x

the use of ALCAM by KiwiRail staff or trained consultants

x

engineers experienced in level crossing or road improvements

x

ALCAM documentation and user manuals, and

x

NZTA Traffic control devices manual Part 9 – Level crossings (found on the NZTA website).

A table setting out general installation and maintenance responsibilities has recently been released for public
consultation and subsequently ratified by the New Zealand Working Group (NZTA Traffic control devices
manual Part 9 – Appendix E). A copy of this table is included in Appendix B of this report.
Note that the table does not cover the responsibilities for funding the work and this will need to be worked
out between KiwiRail and the relevant RCAs. Where the upgrade costs are relatively small, both parties are
encouraged to take a pragmatic approach and split costs down the middle10.
If either an RCA or KiwiRail has any issues around the implementation of this table then they should contact
their respective representative on the New Zealand Working Group. The issue can be raised to a national
level for consideration by all parties.



10

This approach occurred in the Waikato upgrade project (see case study) and is already taken for the
maintenance of all level crossing alarms with KiwiRail undertaking the work and invoicing the RCAs. This
simple approach reduces administrative overheads for both parties.
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7

Summary

The ALCAM model suggests that the 1268 public road crossings in New Zealand will have 147 collisions with
44 equivalent fatalities over the next 10 years.
This number is lower than the 257 collisions over the past 10 years and the difference is likely to be due to
the ongoing level crossing upgrade programmes that have been funded by KiwiRail, NZTA and some regional
councils. This reflects an ongoing decrease in the number of collisions at level crossings; from approximately
130 collisions per year in the 1950’s to approximately 30 collisions per year in the early 2000s. This is
despite a 700% growth in the number of registered vehicles on New Zealand roads.
On average the risks around New Zealand’s level crossing infrastructure are about 8% greater than the
Australasian average. This is not altogether surprising, as New Zealand’s topography presents some unique
risks that are hard or expensive to mitigate.
Road level crossing infrastructure is generally in reasonable condition, although there is some variation
between regions. Level crossings in Auckland, Wellington and on the passenger routes warrant special
scrutiny because of the high volume of train services. While high consequence accidents involving passenger
trains are rare, it is important that this is not taken for granted and that all care is taken to prioritise safety.
Pedestrian level crossing infrastructure is not good and many fail to meet national standards. Fortunately the
work required to address this is often relatively minor and inexpensive. There is relatively little regional
variability.
Although the total number of level crossing collisions is low by roading standards, the consequences are
often more serious with a collision between a vehicle and a train being 13.2 times more likely to result in a
fatality than a normal road crash.
In addition the overall risk profile of rail is quite different from road in that there remains the potential for a
low-probability but high-consequence accident. KiwiRail and RCAs therefore cannot just react to the
collision record, and instead need to use tools like ALCAM and take a more pro-active approach to managing
level crossing risk (similar to the aviation industry).
ALCAM is a tool that can be used to identify risk, prioritise spending, and help identify value-for-money
solutions. Pilot programmes in Rodney and the Waikato have shown that significant improvements in safety
can be achieved by targeted low-cost solutions, and ultimately this results in fewer accidents at level
crossings.
Cooperation between KiwiRail and RCAs is essential to identify and address risks in a cost-effective manner.
There are also significant savings to be made from pooling resources and treating a number of level crossings
at the same time.
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8

Next steps

In conjunction with the release of this report, RCAs and KiwiRail will be able to access an individual ALCAM
risk report for every public level crossing in New Zealand. These reports are linked to the KiwiRail website
and contain background information, risk scores, photographs, sketches, an accident and near-miss history,
the overall, and the individual hazards that may increase the probability of an accident.
The risk reports are targeted at road and rail engineers as a practical document that will help guide local
prioritisation and upgrade programmes. It is important that these risk reports are read in conjunction with
the interpretation guides, as it helps to put the results into a wider context and to avoid any
misinterpretation.
RCAs and KiwiRail are strongly encouraged to review the individual level crossing risk reports for their area
and jointly determine a plan of improvements, giving consideration to timing and funding issues and any
coordination with other planned work.
The RCAs and KiwiRail area managers may then choose to:
x

carry out level crossing improvements on a site-by-site basis

x

carry out a one-off local improvement programme

x

carry out a one-off regional improvement programme

x

include level crossing improvements in local deficiency databases

x

integrate level crossing improvements into general maintenance programmes

x

assess risk and improvements as part of regional safety or planning strategies, and/or

x

accept their current standard of level crossing infrastructure.

This decision making process is left to managers inside each RCA and KiwiRail region. An ALCAM-trained
engineer from KiwiRail will be available to help guide decisions and provide advice on the model if requested,
but will not, however, be actively approaching any RCAs.
The establishment of memorandums of understanding between KiwiRail and the various RCAs to identify
risks, coordinate work and determine funding and maintenance arrangements around level crossings will
help minimise confusion over roles. Such agreements in Australia have been shown to have a significant
influence on rail level crossing safety.
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!

Appendix B: Installation and maintenance
responsibilities around level crossings

!
!
!

!
This section has been directly extracted from Appendix E of the NZ Transport Agency’s
Traffic control devices manual part 9 – level crossings (edition 2, 2012).
!
This information is not controlled and users are referred to the NZ Transport Agency’s
website to obtain the latest version of the manual.
!
!
!
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The following table provides a basic guide to the general responsibilities for carrying out physical works and
does not reflect responsibility for funding this work. Funding arrangements should be agreed in writing
between the rail provider and the RCA.
While every effort has been made to describe the responsibilities correctly, there may also be formal
maintenance agreements, deed of grants or legal interpretations applying to a specific location, or asset that
differ from the details below.
Installation and maintenance on many of the assets require cooperation between rail and RCAs. Significant
risk reductions and cost savings through can be reached though coordinating these upgrade or maintenance
activities. Note that the table below only applies to level crossings on public roads. The responsibilities for
private level crossings are specified in individual deed of grants, or in legislation.
For all work within the rail corridor, the RCA is required to contact KiwiRail and obtain an access permit.
Likewise KiwiRail is required to obtain permits and traffic management plans for any work outside of the rail
corridor. Both RCAs and KiwiRail are strongly encouraged to waive application fees where the work being
undertaken is in the mutual interest of both parties.
Responsible for
Asset

Comments

installation

maintenance and
operation

Rail

Rail

Road

Road

Where this encroaches within 5m of the rail,
all kerb and channel to be done by RCA

Road/rail by agreement

Rail

Railways Act 2005, section 83(1)

Road

Road

Railways Act 2005, section 83(1)

Road-over-rail bridges

Road

Road

Railways Act 2005, section 83(2)

Rail-over-road bridges

Rail

Rail

Railways Act 2005, section 83(3)

Rail-road share bridge

Road-rail by agreement

Road-rail by
agreement

Railways Act 2005, section 83(4)

Road

Road

Rail
Rail track and associated infrastructure
Road
Kerb and channel along road
Pavement within 5m of rail centreline
Pavement more than 5m from rail centreline
Structures

Pier protection and pier graffiti removal on railover-road bridges
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Responsible for
Asset

installation

maintenance and
operation

Longitudinal crash protection barriers

Road

Road

Other forms of end crash protection

Road/rail by
agreement

Comments

Crash protection barriers

Within rail corridor for protection of alarms

Includes the approach to level crossing and at roadover rail bridges

Road/rail by agreement Includes crash cushions and bollards

Rail

Rail

Landowner

Landowner

Clearing vegetation within rail corridor

Rail

Rail

To maintain sightlines for operational reasons

Clearing vegetation within road reserve

Road

Road

To maintain sightlines

Landowner

Landowner

Level crossing alarms and barriers

Road/rail by
agreement

Rail

Traffic signals linked to level crossing alarms

Road/rail by
agreement

Road

Road responsibility is up to rail signal control box

Road

Road

As defined in section Error! Reference source not
found. Error! Reference source not found.

Advance variable traffic signs activated by train

Rail-road by
agreement

Rail-road by agreement

Signs at the level crossing or within rail corridor

Rail

Rail

Vegetation and fencing
Fencing along the rail corridor

Clearing vegetation on adjoining properties

Rail operators are not required to build or maintain
fences (Fencing Act 1978, section 3(1))

To maintain sightlines. Clearing of vegetation may
be done under the direction of rail

Traffic control devices

Signs in advance of level crossing

As defined in section Error! Reference source not
found. Error! Reference source not found.
RCA involvement is required to implement local
traffic bylaw and change approach signs and road
markings (Railways Act 2005, section 81(2))

Height clearance signs and devices on rail-overroad bridges
Road and pavement markings

Road

Road

Road-rail by
agreement

Road
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Responsible for
Asset

installation

maintenance and
operation

Comments

Alternative passive warning devices on
approach to level crossings

Road/rail by
agreement

Road

Includes rumble strips or other trial technology

Alternative active warning devices on approach
or at level crossing

Road/rail by
agreement

Road/rail by
agreement

Includes actively controlled pavement markers,
signs or other trial technology

At grade pedestrian level crossings and cycle facilities
Active pedestrian alarms

Rail

Rail

Footpath more than 5m from rail centreline

Road/rail by
agreement

Road

Footpath within 5m of rail centreline

Road/rail by
agreement

Rail

Rail

Rail

Road/rail by
agreement

Road

As defined in section Error! Reference source
not found. Error! Reference source not
found.

Street lighting or illumination at the level
crossing

Road

Road

As defined in section Error! Reference source
not found. Error! Reference source not
found.

Pavement marking and tactile pavers

Road

Road

As defined in section Error! Reference source
not found. Error! Reference source not
found.

Road

Road

Aerial cabling over rail section of road
reserve

Asset owner

Asset owner

Rail responsible for access licences and
leases within rail corridor

Water, gas, electricity and petroleum

Asset owner

Asset owner

Rail responsible for access licenses and
leases within rail corridor

Drainage gullies and open drains on rail
corridor

Rail

Rail

Pipeline or culvert under rail line where it
forms part of a stormwater or sewerage
drainage system

Road or drainage
authority

Road or drainage
authority

Other drainage pipelines or culverts under
rail line

Rail

Rail

Pedestrian signs
Mazes and fencing at level crossing

Hold line may be used as boundary where
agreed

Street lighting
Street lighting at the level crossing
Services – utilities

Railways Act 2005, section 74

!
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Appendix C: Contact details for road controlling
authorities and KiwiRail area offices
!

!
!
!
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North Island
Roadcontrollingauthority

RCA
phone
number

KiwiRailarea

KiwiRail
phone
number

Line

Kilometerage

FarNorthDistrictCouncil

094015200

Auckland

092705557

NorthAucklandLine

247–298km

WhangareiDistrictCouncil

094304200

Auckland

092705557

NorthAucklandLine

173–247km









DargavilleBranch

0–3km

KaiparaDistrictCouncil

094393123

Auckland

092705557

DargavilleBranch

3–49km









NorthAucklandLine

129–173km

AucklandCouncil

093553553

Auckland

092705557

MissionBushBranch











NorthAucklandLine

0–129km









NorthIslandMainTrunk

625–673km









Newmarket–Auckland
Line











OnehungaBranch



WaikatoDistrictCouncil



HamiltonEast

078480231

CambridgeBranch

0–12km









EastCoastMainTruck

7–20km









RotowaroBranch







Hamilton
South

078480222

NorthIslandMainTrunk

551–625km

HamiltonCityCouncil

078386699

HamiltonEast

078480231

EastCoastMainTruck

0–7km





Hamilton
South

078480222

NorthIslandMainTrunk

540–551km

MatamataͲPiakoDistrict
Council

078840060

HamiltonEast

078480231

EastCoastMainTruck

20–66km









KinleithBranch

0–18km









WaitoaBranch



SouthWaikatoDistrict
Council

078850340

HamiltonEast

078480231

KinleithBranch

18–33km

WesternBayofPlenty
DistrictCouncil

075718008

HamiltonEast

078480231

EastCoastMainTruck

66–89,111–
146km

TaurangaCityCouncil

075777000

HamiltonEast

078480231

EastCoastMainTruck

89–111km









MountMaunganui
Branch



WhakataneDistrictCouncil

073060500

HamiltonEast

078480231

EastCoastMainTruck

146–180km









MuruparaBranch



WaipaDistrictCouncil

078233800

HamiltonEast

078480231

CambridgeBranch

12–15km





Hamilton
South

078480222

NorthIslandMainTrunk

507–540km

OtorohangaDistrict
Council

078734000

Hamilton
South

078480222

NorthIslandMainTrunk

486–507km
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Roadcontrollingauthority

RCA
phone
number

WaitomoDistrictCouncil

078780800

Hamilton
South

078480222

NorthIslandMainTrunk

443–486km

RuapehuDistrictCouncil



Palmerston
North

063516827

NorthIslandMainTrunk

278–443km

NewPlymouthDistrict
Council

067596060

Taranaki

068342743
(Napier)

Marton–NewPlymouth
Line

173–213km

StratfordDistrictCouncil

067656099

Taranaki

068342743
(Napier)

Marton–NewPlymouth
Line

154–173km

SouthTaranakiDistrict
Council

062780555

Taranaki

068342743
(Napier)

KapuniBranch











Marton–NewPlymouth
Line

72–154km

WanganuiDistrictCouncil

063490000

Taranaki

068342743
(Napier)

CastlecliffLine











Marton–NewPlymouth
Line

22–72km









WanganuiBranch



RangitikeiDistrictCouncil

063270099

Palmerston
North

063516827

NorthIslandMainTrunk

171–278km





Taranaki

068342743
(Napier)

Marton–NewPlymouth
Line

0–22km

ManawatuDistrictCouncil

063230000

Palmerston
North

063516827

NorthIslandMainTrunk

142–171km

PalmerstonNorthCity
Council

063568199

Palmerston
North

063516827

NorthIslandMainTrunk

120–142km









PalmerstonNorth–
GisborneLine

0–16km

GisborneDistrictCouncil

068672049

Napier

068342743

PalmerstonNorth–
GisborneLine

347–392km

WairoaDistrictCouncil

068387309

Napier

068342743

PalmerstonNorth–
GisborneLine

242–347km

HastingsDistrictCouncil

068715000

Napier

068342743

PalmerstonNorth–
GisborneLine

131–171,
194–242km

NapierCityCouncil

068357579 Napier

068342743

NapierFreightBranch











PalmerstonNorth–
GisborneLine

171–194km

CentralHawke’sBay
DistrictCouncil

068577179

Napier

068342743

PalmerstonNorth–
GisborneLine

80–131km

TararuaDistrictCouncil

063744080

Napier

068342743

PalmerstonNorth–
GisborneLine

16–80km









WairarapaLine

121–171km

KiwiRailarea
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DRAFT

Roadcontrollingauthority

RCA
phone
number

HorowhenuaDistrict
Council

063660999 Palmerston
North

063516827

NorthIslandMainTrunk

77–120km

KapitiCoastDistrictCouncil



Wellington

044983174

NorthIslandMainTrunk

36–77km

PoriruaCityCouncil

042375089

Wellington

044983174

NorthIslandMainTrunk

16–36km

MastertonDistrictCouncil



Wellington

044983174

WairarapaLine

86–121km

CartertonDistrictCouncil

063794030

Wellington

044983174

WairarapaLine

66–86km

SouthWairarapaDistrict
Council

063069611

Wellington

044983174

WairarapaLine

46–66km

UpperHuttCityCouncil

045272169

Wellington

044983174

WairarapaLine

26–46km

HuttCityCouncil

045706666

Wellington

044983174

MellingBranch











WairarapaLine

9–26km

WellingtonCityCouncil

044994444

Wellington

044983174

JohnsonvilleLine











WairarapaLine

0–9km









NorthIslandMainTrunk

0–16km

KiwiRailarea

KiwiRail
phone
number

Line

Kilometerage
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DRAFT

South Island
RCA
phone
number

KiwiRailarea

KiwiRail
phone
number

Line

Kilometerage

MarlboroughDistrict
Council

035207400

Christchurch

033393855

MainNorthLine

251–348km

KaikouraDistrictCouncil

033195026

Christchurch

033393855

MainNorthLine

162–251km

HurunuiDistrictCouncil

033148816

Christchurch

033393855

MainNorthLine

44–162km

WaimakaririDistrict
Council

033118900

Christchurch

033393855

MainNorthLine

16–44km

ChristchurchCityCouncil

039418999

Christchurch

033393855

MainNorthLine

0–16km









MainSouthLine

0–24km

WestlandDistrictCouncil

037569045

Greymouth

037698223

HokitikaLine

14–40km









MidlandLine

121–149km

GreyDistrictCouncil

037698600

Greymouth

037698223

HokitikaLine

0–14km









MidlandLine

149–213km









RapahoeBranch











Stillwater–NgakawauLine

0–33km

BullerDistrictCouncil

037889111

Greymouth

037698223

Stillwater–NgakawauLine

33–162km

SelwynDistrictCouncil

033472800

Christchurch

033393855

MidlandLine

0–121km









MainSouthLine

24–67km

AshburtonDistrict
Council

033077700

Christchurch

033393855

MainSouthLine

67–128km

TimaruDistrictCouncil

036877200

Dunedin

034663155

MainSouthLine

128–184km

WaimateDistrictCouncil

036897771

Dunedin

034663155

MainSouthLine

184–239km

WaitakiDistrictCouncil

034330300

Dunedin

034663155

MainSouthLine

239–325km

DunedinCityCouncil

034774000

Dunedin

034663155

MainSouthLine

325–415km









PortChalmersBranch











TaieriBranch



CluthaDistrictCouncil

034190200

Dunedin

034663155

FinegandBranch











MainSouthLine

415–518km

GoreDistrictCouncil

032090330

Dunedin

034663155

MainSouthLine

518–557km

SouthlandDistrict
Council

0800732732

Dunedin

034663155

MainSouthLine

557–592km









OhaiLine

10–80km

InvercargillCityCouncil

032111777

Dunedin

034663155

BluffBranch











MainSouthLine

592–602km









OhaiLine

0–10km

Roadcontrolling
authority
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